
plain english awards scandal

It’s clearly no contest
as trophies for plain
words go to promoter’s
own customers 
Edition 3, December 2007
By Martin Cutts

Several supposedly open competitions to find
the clearest public documents of the year have
been won by customers of the promoter, Plain
English Campaign Ltd. 

In its press notices about the annual contests,
Plain English Campaign – a well-known name in
the UK plain-language field – has consistently
failed to mention its business relationships
with these winners, which have included
government bodies and financial-services
firms. 

The trophies have been presented by well-
known figures in the UK media, including
Matthew Parris, Ian Hislop, Sybil Ruscoe,
Fiona Bruce and John Humphrys.

In some cases the undisclosed business relationships have been worth
hundreds of thousands of pounds to Plain English Campaign. The mass
media seem to have been unaware of the commercial connection, and have
given Plain English Campaign vast amounts of favourable publicity for the
annual awards. 

It has also emerged that since the early 1990s there have not been any
independent judges of the awards event – all have been on the Plain English
Campaign payroll.

This article reveals for the first time the remarkable connections between
Plain English Campaign and some of its annual award winners.

Financial note for readers outside the UK: the British pound sterling is worth about US$2 or 1.5 euro.

‘Private Eye’
magazine breaks

the story
(6 Dec 2007)

This article comes from Plain Language Commission’s website, http://www.clearest.co.uk.
Visit the site for more articles, guides on plain English, free books and newsletters for
download, and details of our services.

http://www.clearest.co.uk
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1 Award-winning government agency paid
competition organizers £13,000

A supposedly open competition designed to encourage businesses and
government departments to use clear English on their websites has been
won by a customer of the company that organized and promoted it.

Neither the winner – HM Prison Service, a UK government agency – nor the promoter
disclosed their commercial relationship in press notices announcing the award, which
was presented by BBC journalist Mary Nightingale in December 2006.

The contest was promoted by Plain English Campaign Limited (PEC), a UK-based
company that often presents itself as a pressure group. It is known mainly for its
heavily publicized annual awards event, which it has run since 1980.

PEC said that 200 websites – ‘a record number’, it claimed – had vied for the award,
which was open to government bodies, local authorities, NHS organizations,
companies, charities and voluntary groups.

A press notice on the Prison Service website quotes PEC as praising the site’s ‘warm
and sensitive tone’ and calling it ‘the clear winner’. PEC claimed to be ‘astonished by
the number of websites that were nominated this year’. It said the ‘overall standard
was very high’, and declared that ‘the judges were very impressed by the service's
site’. The Prison Service hailed the award as ‘prestigious’ and ‘a great achievement’.

The site, however, includes many examples of officialese as well as grammatical and
punctuation errors such as these:

‘Any infringements by staff, prisoners or visitors is not tolerated.’
‘More information about visiting times can be found within each detailed prison page, to find
a prison, use our locate a prison tool.’

The Prison Service – which at the time of the award was a Home Office agency – has
now admitted paying PEC £13,628 in the financial year 2004/5 – an average of more
than £1,100 a month. In other words there was a clear, recent, commercial relationship
between the winner and promoter. Neither the Prison Service nor PEC mentioned this
connection in their press notices about the award.

And although both press notices included praise from ‘the judges’, our enquiries were
unable to find anyone outside PEC who would admit to being a judge. It now appears
that none of the judges was independent. PEC’s press officer says there were ‘5 to 6
judges’ but admits they were all PEC employees or PEC freelances. 

At first the PEC press officer denied that the Prison Service was a PEC customer. ‘An
award winner can’t be one of our customers,’ he said. 

But on being told that the Prison Service had admitted being a PEC customer he
changed his story completely, saying: ‘Yes, but we didn’t do any work on that
website.’ 

The PEC press officer agreed that his company’s customer relationships with
competition entrants would be a good reason for using genuinely independent
judges. ‘But that’s not what we currently do,’ he said. 

Until the early 1990s most of the judges were independent of PEC and their names
were published. In a similar competition in New Zealand, staged in 2006 by a leading
plain-language firm there, all the judges were named and three-quarters of them were
independent of the promoter (see Clarity (no. 57)). 
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2 £600,000-worth of connections between the
promoter and other award winners 

The Prison Service was not the first PEC customer to carry off a prize in one
of PEC’s supposedly open competitions. Other award winners we have been
able to identify as PEC customers are listed below. Between them they have
paid PEC a total of about £600,000. In no case did PEC’s press notice about
any of these awards state there was a customer relationship.

• Camden Council won a PEC award in 2001. Its press notice, ‘Camden gets gold’
was silent about the London borough’s business relationship with PEC. It has now
admitted being a PEC customer at the time, spending £52,000 on PEC services in
the 5 years before getting its award. In the 5 years afterwards, it spent another
£80,000. 

• Ealing Council in London won a PEC award in 2002. Its press notice proclaiming
the award was headed ‘Ealing Council wins award for making things easy’. But the
council made it much harder for outsiders to discover whether it had a business
relationship with PEC. The council’s press notice gave nothing away and the
council flatly refused to answer any questions at the time. But in 2005, under
freedom-of-information rules, it had to come clean. The council admitted paying
PEC £9,300 in the 3 years leading up to the award. The relationship continued
afterwards, and the council paid PEC £4,500 in the next 2 years.

• Newcastle City Council won a PEC award in 2002. It was a big PEC customer at
the time, having spent £38,000 in the previous 5 years. The relationship has
strengthened since the award, with Newcastle paying PEC nearly £120,000 in the
following 5 years. 

• Wolverhampton Council won a PEC award in 2003. It was a PEC customer. Since
the award it has spent £7,300 on PEC’s services.

• The Inland Revenue (now Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs) won a PEC
award in 2001. It later admitted to a commercial relationship with PEC in the 2 years
before receiving the award.

• The Social Security Agency was a PEC customer when it won an award in 2002.
The agency’s press notice about the award footnoted its corporate membership of
PEC, without making clear that this meant there was a commercial relationship. In
fact, in the 2-year period before the award, it paid PEC £11,000. 

• The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) won a PEC award in the annual
competition’s ‘Inside Write’ category (for internal civil service documents) in
December 2006. The DWP paid PEC £124,235 from 2003 to December 2006 –
roughly £2,800 a month. Even after a National Audit Office enquiry found that
DWP documents bearing the Crystal Mark – PEC’s supposed ‘guarantee’ of clarity
– were too complicated for their readers, the DWP continued paying for PEC’s
services and even handed over £6,000 in 2006 for corporate membership. (See our
article ‘Paying the price of crystal balls’ on http://www.clearest.co.uk.) 

• Legal & General, a major UK insurer, won a PEC award in 2001. It has refused to
answer enquiries about any commercial tie-up with PEC and – unlike public bodies
– cannot be made to do so. However, it said: ‘We do not disclose details of our
business relationships with other organisations. This is a confidential commercial
agreement with the Plain English Campaign.’ This suggests it did indeed have a
business relationship with PEC.

• NatWest Bank won PEC’s Crystal Clear Bank Of Europe award twice running in
the mid 1990s. NatWest was a major customer of PEC, and sponsored a truck that
toured the country spreading PEC’s gospel in the 1990s. Since 1990, its spending
with PEC is likely to have exceeded £200,000. 
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• Harriet Harman MP, then Minister at the Department of Constitutional Affairs
and now Leader of the Commons and deputy leader of the Labour Party, won PEC’s
‘Osborne Award for services to plain English’ in 2006. PEC’s judges decided
Harman merited this award for her part in the Coroner Reform Bill. Her
department’s press notice (12 June 2006) was headed ‘First Bill to be written in
plain English’ and stated: ‘The Coroner Reform Bill will...be the first Bill that will be
published in plain English – so that anyone can read it and know what changes it is
making.’ 
This claim, though false, brilliantly misled journalists, generating huge and
favourable publicity for Harman (eg, a full page in The Times, 7 June 2006). In fact,
the Bill’s approach offered little new. It merely provided a commentary opposite the
proposed legal wording, when similar commentaries had previously been printed in
a separate booklet. The leading UK barrister James Kessler, writing in Clarity (no.
56), described the press notice as ‘out of connection with reality...it might be called
spin, though some might use harsher words, such as misleading rubbish’. 
Kessler went on: ‘It made fools of a number of journalists who took it at face value
without, presumably, discussing it with any legal colleagues...The moral one might
draw from the story is not to take on trust anything one reads in a UK Government
press release.’ 
But PEC hailed the move a ‘historic step’ (Buxton Advertiser, 15 June 2006), and
gave Harman her award 6 months later. Soon afterwards, Harman – a lawyer and
former Solicitor-General – campaigned successfully for the Labour Party’s deputy
leadership. 
PEC was paid £35,400 by Harman’s Department for Constitutional Affairs and its 2
satellite departments in the 5 years up to the date of the award. The Coroner
Reform Bill failed to appear in the Queen’s Speech (in which the Government sets
out its law-making programme) in November 2007.

3 Who benefits from the awards?
Over the years, PEC has profited heavily from the publicity arising from its
annual awards competition, which it has run since 1980. This publicity has
been the engine of PEC’s efforts to establish its brand name in the public
mind. 

At the awards ceremony, bodies that the judges decide have produced the best
documents receive prizes and good publicity, while the publishers of supposedly poor
ones get a ‘golden bull’ trophy and bad publicity. 

PEC has used celebrity presenters, particularly stars from the BBC’s stable, to boost
the event’s media profile. Hiring independent-minded journalists like John Humphrys,
Sybil Ruscoe, Fiona Bruce, Ian Hislop and Matthew Parris to suffuse the competition
with respectability does not come cheap. Humphrys’ current speaking fee, according
to his agency, is £10,000–15,000. But the presence of high-profile presenters tends to
win publicity and dull the media’s investigative edge.

Absent from PEC’s press notices about the awards has been any mention of the
commercial connection between the company and several of the winners. Until now,
this link has never been brought into the open. Had media people been aware of the
tie-up, it is highly unlikely they would have given PEC quite so much publicity for what
would have seemed a far from open competition. 

PEC is well aware that public perception can be distorted by omitting crucial
information. In 2001 it demanded that all 10 political-party leaders in Britain ‘make an
open pledge...that everything in their [election] manifesto would be entirely true; and
there will be nothing missing [our italics] from the manifesto that the voter needs to
know before they can make an informed decision...Without a firm commitment from
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the party leaders to be honest, we just don’t know what we can believe.’

Some people may regard PEC’s awards as a bit of harmless fun so it doesn’t matter
whether the competition is fair or not. But when companies win awards of this kind,
they benefit commercially from them, often using them in their marketing. This gives
them a competitive advantage over their rivals and also tells the public they have been
victorious in an apparently open and independently judged contest. And when
government bodies win the awards, they use them to claim to the public – and to their
political masters – how good their communications are. This tends to be very effective
in deflecting criticism. Indeed, government ministers have used their departments’
receipt of awards in exactly this way when answering questions in Parliament.

To PEC, of course, the publicity generated for itself is priceless.

4 Professor rubbished for a misquoted article 
PEC’s golden bull trophies for bad writing may seem uncontroversial. But in
1997 PEC awarded one of these booby prizes for an example that existed
only in the company’s imagination. It said the piece of gobbledygook came
from the Oxford Companion to the Mind (1987), edited by Richard L Gregory
(emeritus professor of psychology at Bristol University, England) and
published by Oxford University Press. PEC claimed the piece said this:

‘In the nervous system is one of the fastest growing areas in Neurobiology today. Novel
peptides from the brain with actions related to functions such as pain, apalgesia, sleep etc
are being discovered at an increasing rate.’

Attempting humour, PEC’s press notice asked: ‘Did Oxford University Press publish
‘The Oxford Companion to the Mind’ as a ploy to drive us all insane?’ 

Yet the text is very odd. First, the opening sentence is clearly nonsense: only a
blockhead in a hurry would write that a fast-growing area of neurobiology is in the
nervous system. Second, every dictionary geek knows that English lacks any words
starting ‘apal’, as in ‘apalgesia’. Third, the punctuation is oddly sub-standard for a
proper book. And fourth – a minor detail, this – the alleged quotation bears little
relation to the book’s real text, which says:

‘Neuropeptides – The study of neuropeptides, i.e. peptides occurring in the nervous system,
is one of the fastest growing areas in neurobiology today. Novel peptides from the brain with
actions related to functions such as *pain, analgesia, *sleep, etc, are being discovered at an
increasing rate. There are probably two reasons for this ‘neuropeptide explosion’. One is
that methods for the identification of peptides in very small amounts, such as are present in
the brain, have been developed and greatly improved in recent years. The other is the
growing realization by neuroscientists of the importance of peptides in brain function, based
on the ability of neuropeptides to relay messages selectively between particular groups of
cells. Peptides are made of amino acids joined together to form a chain...’

This seems a good piece of writing: it’s lucid, well organized and explains technical
terms, using words a 14-year-old biology student would understand or could easily
look up. It’s one of many such examples in the 856-page book. (The asterisks, by the
way, denote headwords from which readers can find out more.)

But PEC’s criticisms of the piece were quoted on numerous radio programmes and in
the press around the world. Today, PEC is still displaying the fake on its website as an
example of bad writing, even though it has known since 1997 that it was a fabrication.
It is not known who concocted the example or why.
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5 Opinion
PEC’s failure to disclose a commercial relationship between itself and the
winners of several supposedly open competitions has made mugs of the
media outlets that have covered these events in good faith, of the public
who have read or heard about them, and of all the entrants who didn’t win. 

Journalists give PEC and its awards events hundreds of thousands of pounds’ worth of
free publicity every year, and few realize that PEC is a commercial concern. Many
media outlets have also trumpeted the awards that PEC has showered on them over
the years for producing supposedly clear newspapers and programmes. This has
helped to persuade them to look the other way when suspicions are raised that the
competition is tainted.

Let’s be clear: there’s nothing wrong with PEC giving awards to its own customers –
even in an open competition and even when PEC cites the existence of ‘judges’
without making clear that they are all on its payroll. What is unethical is omitting to
mention the business link. Had it been disclosed, then journalists, the public and every
other competition entrant could have assessed the real value of the awards. More than
likely, journalists would then have ignored the contest. Without such transparency, the
awards look like rewards to organizations for having been good customers or come-
ons for future business. 

PEC trades heavily on its claims of honesty and integrity. It runs an Honesty Mark
scheme that allows companies to self-certify the ‘honesty’ of their documents and add
a logo to them which includes, bizarrely, a halo. PEC even demands that all political
parties declare their election manifestoes ‘honest’ and upbraids those that don’t.
Moreover, PEC’s public statements take no prisoners. PEC has run a monthly ‘name
and shame’ campaign against companies whose language it doesn’t like, and its
website currently resounds with cries of ‘deceit’ against local-council officials over the
planned closure of a school in PEC’s locality (PEC website, July 2007). 

Any company that proclaims its own righteousness and condemns the deceit of others
needs to have very high standards indeed. Especially when it claims to be ‘plain’.

6 Your opportunity to comment
If you’d like to comment on this article, please email Martin Cutts at
mail@clearest.co.uk. We’ll not publish your comments without your explicit
permission.
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